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INSURANCE ADDENDUM TO RENTAL CONTRACT
This Addendum relates to high risk incidents and Insurance Implications you should be aware of, more specifically
4x4 vehicle rollovers, single vehicle accidents and damages due to water.

Insurance addendum to rental contract / agreement number :____________________________________________

I________________________________________________________, the Lessee have been warned by the Lessor,
UDrive4x4 regarding the risk of driving a 4x4 vehicle and the additional risk of a rollover due to the higher centre of
gravity associated with this type of vehicle. Additional caution, awareness of road conditions and lower travel speeds
should be practiced in order to avoid an accident. Good gravel roads typical of Namibia but also in South Africa and
Botswana have a high incidence of rollovers, so stay well below the speed limit on these roads. Speed causes
rollovers.

I the Lessee and undersigned hereby bind myself and have fully read and understood the addendum of the rental
contract.

Signature of Lessee :______________________

Signature of Lessor :______________________

Date :__________________________________
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1) INSURANCE
3.2 CDW 1 Cover is an additional R250.00 p/d
a.
Maximum accident responsibility: R25 000. For damages
to the vehicle less than this, the client will be responsible
for the full cost to a maximum value of R25 000.
b. R25 000. Will be authorised/blocked on the client’s credit
card on collection of the vehicle.
c.
The above blocked amount is released in the absence of
any claim and serious damage.
d. Windscreen maximum responsibility is R2500.
e. Tyre maximum responsibility is R4500.00
f.
Does not cover damage resulting from abusive / negligent
driving.
g.
Cover pertains to the vehicle and its accessories only.
Camping equipment is not covered.

1.1 This insurance is underwritten by Santam Short Term Insurance (FSCA:
3880/CK99/60254/23) .

1.2 Acceptance of Standard Cover in respect of collision damage waiver

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

and theft loss waiver is compulsory upon the Lessee in terms of
company policy.
Excess in respect of collision damage waiver and theft waiver cover is
determined according to the Option chosen. The excess is also
applicable to 3rd party damages.
Acceptance of cover in respect of the optional Collision Damage
waivers (CDW1 and CDW2), as an alternative to Standard Cover of
collision damage waiver and theft loss waiver, will render the Lessee
liable for a lower insurance excess.
Insurance does not cover loss or damage due to carelessness or
negligence. For example cigarette burns to seats, standing on bonnets
and roofs to open tents are not covered by insurance. The Lessee must
confirm any claim exceeding ZAR2000.00 in value with the Lessor prior
to purchase or repair.
All collision and theft incidences are subject to a ZAR550.00
administration fee.

3.3 CDW 2 cover is an additional R350.00 p/d
a.
Cover at an additional daily rate of R350.
b. R15 000 will be authorised/blocked on the client’s credit
card on collection of the vehicle for the duration on rental.
This is to ensure the return of the vehicle to the specified
location and to cover damaged and/or lost equipment.
c.
Windscreen maximum responsibility is R2500.00
d. Tyre maximum responsibility is R4500.00
e. Does not cover damage resulting from abusive/ negligent
driving.
f.
Cover pertains to the vehicle and its accessories only.

2) THE FOLLOWING DAMAGES ARE NOT COVERED
BY INSURANCE :
2.1 Water damages – do not drive vehicles through deep water
without watching another vehicle or walking through the crossing
to ascertain water depth. The high risk area is the Okavango Delta
area, Botswana, especially most tracks in Moremi game reserve
including 3rd bridge, Northgate and the Kwhai river area.
Maximum wading depth on the vehicle is 600mm and any
damages caused by exceeding the wading depth is not covered by
insurance. Stick to the main tracks and be aware that walking
through the water crossings can be dangerous so consult local
knowledge or avoid these crossings where possible. The Lessee
assumes all risk involved with assessing and taking the vehicle
through water.
2.2 Damages through gross negligence. Examples would be cigarette
burns on seats, excessive speed, dune –driving or driving where
no recognized track exists and driving under the influence of
alcohol or other illegal substances.
1.7 Driving at night (Except if you are driving in a town and doing your
dinner activities/going to dinner for the evening or in an absolute
emergency). Please be especially careful in Botswana, Zimbabwe
and Namibia but this can be the same anywhere in Africa.

4) INSURANCE (REGARDLESS OF YOUR OPTION)
WILL NOT COVER SHOULD YOU DRIVE YOUR
4X4 RENTAL VEHICLE UNDER THE FOLLOWING
CIRCUMSTANCES :
4.1 Should the vehicle be damaged, stolen or lost in a situation
where there was a breach of contract or insurance conditions or
any of the terms of this rental agreement and conditions
contained herein, the Lessee will be liable for the entire total loss
amount including the recovery of the vehicle.
4.2 Damage and/or loss or total loss sustained as a result of dune
driving.
4.3 Damage and/or loss or total loss sustained where the
Lessee/driver is in breach of any applicable.laws.by laws, traffic
laws or ordinances
4.4 Damage and/or loss or total loss sustained where the incident
takes places outside the borders of territorial limits of where the
vehicle is authorized.
4.5 Damage and/or loss or total loss where the rental agreement has
expired, and extension was arranged or if the rental was not
authorized by the company.
4.6 Damage and/or loss or total loss caused as a result of the vehicle
being driven on an unsuitable road or in restricted areas or nonpermitted road surfaces.
4.7 Damage to any property, equipment or accessories provided with
the vehicle is not covered.
4.8 Vehicle being used for competition means or racing
4.9 If the vehicle carries unauthorized dangerous or hazardous items
4.10 If the vehicle used to taxi
4.11 Driving on the wrong side of the road
4.12 Not following the correct procedure in the event of an accident
as this will prevent a successful insurance claim.

3) INSURANCE OPTIONS AVAILABLE
3.1 Standard Cover (Included in rates)
a.
Standard Cover is included in the rental rate with no
additional charge.
b. Maximum accident responsibility: R45 000. For damages
to the vehicle less than this, the client will be responsible
for the full cost to a maximum value of R45 000.
c.
R45 000 will be authorised / blocked on the client’s credit
card on collection of the vehicle.
d. The above blocked amount is released in the absence of
any claim and or serious damage.
e. Windscreen maximum responsibility is R2500.00
f.
Tyre maximum responsibility is R4500.00
g.
Exclusive of general wear and tear breakdowns, there is
no cover for Vehicle Towing and/or recovery fees
h. Does not cover damage resulting from abusive/negligent
driving.
i.
Cover pertains to the Vehicle and its accessories only.
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4.13 Driving under the influence of alcohol, drugs or any item that
disables The Lessee/authorised driver from driving properly.
4.14 Driving in breach of any traffic laws e.g. excessive speed
4.15 Driving at night. (excludes when you are driving in town and
doing your dinner activities/going to dinner for the evening)
4.16 Damaged cause by careless, wilful or reckless driving.
4.17 Water submersion (river crossing) or salt water related repairs
up to 6 months after your rental has ended.
4.18 Incorrect use of high/low range and diff locks
4.19 Any person driving 4x4 who was not recorded and authorized
under the rental agreement?
4.20 Pick up of hitch hikers or passengers, or persons who are not
recorded on the Lessee information.
4.21 Use of the vehicle for any illegal activity.
4.22 Full off road use/ restricted roads without consent by the Lessor.

8) COLLISIONS & ACCIDENTS
8.1 There is no third-party insurance cover outside the borders of the
South Africa. ( Compulsory third-party insurance must be
purchased by the Lessee at the border posts when entering any
other country)
8.2 The Lessee will be liable for damage resulting from a third-party
up until the point where the money is recovered. This process
could take up to two (2) years with no guarantee on recovery.
8.3 Should it be requested, a replacement vehicle will be provided
within 24 – 48 hours or as soon as reasonably possible depending
on the location of the delivery.
8.4 If due to an accident/negligent driving/abuse, should a
replacement vehicle be taken, regardless of the cover initially
chosen, the remainder of the rental will continue on the Standard
Cover option and new excesses apply.

5) VEHICLE TRACKING

9) DO NOTS (PROHIBITED ACTIONS)

All UDrive4x4 vehicles are fitted with reputable tracking devices and
your location can be found anywhere in Southern Africa. This also
serves as a tool to monitor the use of the vehicle and UDrive4x4
reserves the right to recover the vehicle should the Lessee be in
breach of the contract terms and conditions.

9.1 We do not allow our vehicles to tow and hence they do not have
tow bars. Towing is dangerous in the various terrains and
increases the stress to the vehicle which may result in serious
complications and costs for the Lessee.
9.2 There are territory restrictions as to where this vehicle may travel.
Traveling on any wet pans, dune driving, beach driving, unrecognised tracks outside national parks, hazardous river crossings
, ecologically sensitive areas, or seasonal areas as advised by local
authorities, is not permitted.

6) TYRE AND GLASS DAMAGE
6.1 High speeds heat up the tyre and increase the risk of damage
especially when driving off-road.

6.2 The Lessee is responsible for repairing all punctured tyres.
6.3 If tyre a tyre is damaged, it will be the client’s responsibility to

6.4
6.5

10) E-TOLLS

replace the damaged tyre to the vehicle with the correct brand and
size.
New Incorrect tyre brands and / or sizes will only have a 50% refund
at the equivalent South African price.
Windscreen replacement would be required on stone chips larger
than 2mm and on any run/crack that may occur regardless of size.

10.1 E-tolls is a standard charge implemented by the South African
Government for the main halfway/freeways in Johannesburg and
Pretoria and a charge of R300 will be invoiced if applicable.
10.2 Normal Toll is for the Lessee’s expense.

7) BREAKDOWNS

11) GENERAL

7.1 UDrive4x4 will refund the cost of any necessary repairs made on

7.2

7.3
7.4

7.5

11.1 Udrive4x4 reserves the right on permission to drive. All ages of
potential drivers must be disclosed.
11.2 Only the Lessee, or additional driver nominated in the rental
agreement may drive this vehicle. In the event of the Lessee
permitting an unstated person to drive, resulting in breach of this
clause, the Lessee shall be liable for any damage and / or losses
suffered.
11.3 The UDrive4x4 vehicle may be driven and are insured in the
following countries: South Africa, Namibia, Botswana and
Mozambique. Provided permission and cross-border authorization
is obtained from UDrtive4x4 prior to commencement of the
rental.
11.4 Authorization must be obtained from UDrive4x4 to travel to other
Southern Africa Countries, outside South Africa.
11.5 The Lessee shall park, store, keep the vehicle properly locked and
secured during the rental period.
11.6 The Lessee shall ensure that the keys of the vehicle are under the
control of the Lessee/authorised driver at all times.
11.7 A credit card voucher to the value of the quoted security deposit
amount is required upon collection / receipt of the vehicle, as
security to cover any breakages, losses, traffic offences, or unpaid
tolls or fees.
11.8 Any damaged or lost equipment as per the inventory list, as well
as damage to vehicle, will be deducted from the security deposit.
Fair wear and tear accepted.

route which are due to normal wear and tear but will not be held
responsible for any damage or cost caused by negligence, bad driver
habits, abuse or extreme conditions where the vehicle is used. (It is
recommended to read and understand the vehicle operating and
maintenance instructions in the vehicle owner’s manual.)
The daily rental amount or prorate thereof will be refunded for any
time lost due to breakdowns or repairs resulting from normal wear
and tear, only if documentation proof is provided. Mechanical
damage such as water submersion damage, clutch assembly
damage, damage to undercarriage, suspension or drive-train
components, overheating, etc. is for the account of the Lessee. (No
refund will be considered in these events.)
UDrive4x4 is not responsible for any alternative accommodation or
transport costs resulting from accidents or breakdowns.
If the vehicles used for towing, in breach of this contract, it is noted
that additional pressure is placed on the engine, gear-box, clutch,
brakes, tyres, tow-bar and other components, and any malfunction
or premature failure of these will be for the account of the Lessee.
The vehicle’s air-conditioning, accessories, camping equipment and
fridges are all checked prior to handover and deemed operational.
(The Lessee has 72 hours to report any issues experienced,
thereafter UDrive4x4 is not responsible for any failure or
malfunction during the rental period.)
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11.9 Deposit will be refunded / returned within 21 working days in the
event of there being no breakages and / or losses.

of damage, and in the case of a write-off, the vehicles and
non-recoverable accessories value.
12.3 Top safety tips for driving our vehicle:
a.
Drive the vehicle as if it is your own
b. Avoid distractions such as tuning radio stations or reading a
map while driving.
c.
Always use a seat belt – it is the law and can save your life
in the event of a crash.
d. Stay on main roads and stick to your planned route.
e. If you get lost, do not pull over, especially if it is dark or if
you are unfamiliar with the area.
f.
Do not draw attention to the fact that you are a visitor.
g.
Be alert of pedestrians on the road – 40% of road fatalities
on Southern African roads are pedestrians.
h. Collisions with animals. Please be especially careful in
Botswana and Namibia but this can be the same anywhere
is Africa. Most incidents occur where there are no fences
alongside the roads. Be cautious.

12) FURTHER GENERAL COMMENTS
12.1 What if you have been negligent behind the wheel?
a.
Should you disobey the law and pick-up traffic fines, you
will be liable. Car-hire firms will not cover you if you have
been reckless.
12.2 Responsible waivers.
a.
Responsibility waivers are legal agreement to limit the claim
against a Lessee in the event of loss or damage to the
vehicle, provided there was no act of negligence.
b. Waivers are not honoured by our insurance in the case of
gross negligence such as driving under the influence of
alcohol or illegal substances or not adhering to traffic, road
and driving regulations, etc. (all of which are written into
law but are common sense when you are driving a car). This
means that the Lessee will be held liable for the full amount

PLEASE NOTE :

Breach of this contract shall deem any cover null and void.
The Lessee must obey all the rules and regulations of the road.
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